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     I was bummed to read this afternoon about the passing of country star/actor/meatpacking legend
Jimmy Dean at 81. For those of us of a certain age, Jimmy represented a kindler, gentler age of
television celebrity spokespeople (I know that he had a whole career before breakfast sausage, but
I only ever heard his songs as part of ads for K-Tel's 112 Country Classics By Artists We're
Pretty Sure Are Going To Die Any Day Now). The advertisements for Jimmy's breakfast
products, which stopped airing in 2003 when parent company Sara Lee fired him, were not classic
or something necessarily memorable, but they contained just the faintest element of subliminal
folksiness. There would be Mr. Dean, seated at his kitchen table (with a couple of massive klieg
lights aimed at his hairsprayed head), earthily encouraging viewers to enjoy his quality sausage
products (and he was always sure we'd like them). Inexplicably, I'd find myself shouting over one
shoulder from the TV room "Ma! Buy me some Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage! He says so!" The poor
woman being shouted at couldn't drive, but just as inexplicable as my yelling was the fact that she'd
somehow find herself in a taxi headed across town in a search for those silver tubes of high
cholesteral goodness.  Nearly as important as Dean's contribution to the mass produced quick
serve pork world was the fact that he introduced the world to the Muppets on his television variety
show back in the 1960's. Let's see. Breakfast sausage and sock puppets. That, my friends, is a

legacy.

     I have to thank the Jimmy Dean Meat Company for one
other disturbing area in my life. There are times when I want
nothing more than to consume obscene quantities of starch
and fats. Sometimes, mostly in the dead of winter, I'll make
a casserole in which I layer a Pyrex baking dish with
homemade mashed potatoes, add a layer of Jimmy Dean's
Sage Breakafast Sausage and top the mess with Jiffy
Cornbread batter. Bake till golden brown and
congratulations on the birth of an 8 pound hot dish.  Making
matters worse, I like to pour on my own sausage gravy.
Sick. Wrong. Delicious and ready in no time. This recipe

can't be reproduced with Bob Evans Sausage and using Poor Folks would be unthinkable. So thank
you Jimmy. I'll be joining ya'll in that great cardiac-care wing in the sky very soon.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEe2UTAp2tM
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